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Forced standing equatorial ocean wave modes 

by Peter R. Gent' 

ABSTRACT 
Standi~g equatorial wave modes are shown to be exact solutions of the forced, linear, 

inviscid shallow water equations when the forcing is zonally uniform and at a single frequency. 
If the forcing is equatorially confined in the meridional direction, then so is the directly forced 
response and the standing mode does not lealr. energy away from the equator. Some simple 
examples and a general formalism of how to calculate these exact standing modes are given. 
When the forcing frequency is very low, the modes simplify to ones which do not contain the 
mixed Rossby-gravity and short Rossby waves. It is shown that some of the solutions of Cane 
and Sarachik (1981) are these simplified low frequency forced standing modes. Finally the 
limitati ons and relevance of the modes are discussed. 

1, lnlrocluc:tioD 
Standing equatorial wave modes are solutions of the linear, unforced, inviscid 

shallow water equations on an equatorial /3 plane in a zonally bounded but merid-
ionally unbounded basin (Gent, 1979). The modes are standing because their 
energy is equatorially confined and does not leak away along the eastern boundary. 
Their robustness and relevance for numerical modeling were further studied in 
Gent and Semtner (1980). In this paper, similar exact solutions are shown to exist 
when the zonal momentum equation is driven by an x independent forcing at a 
single frequency w. These forced standing equatorial wave modes do not leak 
energy farther away from the equator than where it is directly excited by the forc-
ing. For forcing with a general meridional distribution, the forced modes only exist 
for a discrete set of pairs of w and L, the ocean zonal width, as for the free modes. 
If the forcing is purely symmetric or antisymmetric, however, then the forced 
modes exist in oceans of arbitrary width for a discrete set of frequencies w. Two 
explicit examples are given in Section 2 for forcings with very simple symmetric 
and antisymmetric meridional profiles. In Section 3 a more general formalism is 
developed for forcings which are arbitrary in y but are still uniform in x. 

The stimulus for this paper was the work of Cane and Sarachik (1981), hereafter 
referred to as C&S. They analyze the same periodic forcing problem but concentrate 
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entirely on the low frequency (mostly annual) forcing situation. In this case w is so 
small compared to the equatorial scaling frequency that the following assumptions 
can be made: (l) the mixed Rossby-gravity wave and short Rossby waves are 
neglected because friction prevents them from penetrating very far into the interior 
of the basin, (2) geostrophic balance across the equator is assumed, and (3) the 
long Rossby waves are assumed to be nondispersive. In Section 4 these assumptions 
are also made and it is shown that some of the solutions in C&S are natural 
simplifications of the exact forced standing modes described in Sections 2 and 3. 
If the forcing is antisymmetric in y, then the simplified forced standing modes exist 
for all values of w and L . This is not so for symmetric forcings, however, and the 
necessary condition for standing modes in this case is given in Section 4. It can be 
interpreted as a condition on the product wL and a condition on the forcing profile, 
or just as two conditions on the forcing profile if it projects onto three or more 
meridional basis functions. The final section is a discussion of the forced standing 
modes, their limitations and relevance to numerical models and the oceans. 

2. The simplest forced modes 

The equations to be solved are the linear, inviscid shallow water equations with 
periodic forcing in the zonal momentum equation. They are: 

u, -yv + p, = F(y)e-M 

v, + yu + p, = 0 

p, + u. + v, = 0 

(I) 

The equations can be thought of as representing motion in an individual vertical 
mode of a stratified ocean if the variables are scaled with respect to 13-•l2(gH.)1I• 
and 13-•12(gH.)-•I• for length and time where H. is the equivalent depth of the nth 

vertical mode. The natural meridional basis set for these equations is the set of 
Hermite functions, "1m, which is defined by 

"1m = Hm e-Y'12/ (2m m! ,r1l')1l 2 , (2) 

where Hm is the Hermite polynomial of degree m. The simplest case is to assume 
that the forcing F is "10 and is thus a Gaussian centered on the equator. The x in-
dependent solution to equations (I) with this forcing is 

u = w-1[(! -A) of,0 --../2 A ,f,2] i e-1"' 

v =--../2A of,,e- ""' (3) 

P = w-•[A 'Po --../2 A of,2] i e-1"', 

where A-, = 2(3 -w'). This solution satisfies the meridional boundary condition 
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that it ---> 0 as IYI ---> oo, but not the zonal boundary conditions in a finite basin 
(u = 0 at x = 0,L). However, equations (1) are linear so that any solution of the 
homogeneous equations with F = 0 can be added to the solution (3). In particular, 
components of the free Kelvin and both short and long first Rossby waves can be 
added to (3) so that the zonal velocity takes the form 

u ={[(!-A) I/lo - v'2 A t/J,]/ w + [Ke'"'" + ~k-' e .. ,,,. 
w+ 1,1 

+ e .. ,,,. ] I/Jo/ v'2 + [ e "'1.i• 
w+k,,, w-k,,, 

R 0 1,2• 

+--'-·'- e l 1/1,} ; e-"'' . 
w-k,,, 

The notation follows that in Gent ( 1979): the wavenumbers are defined by 

(4) 

1 1 1 
km, 1(2) = -z;;;- + (-) [ 

4
CtJ, + CtJ2 -(2m + 1)]112 = -z;;;- + {-)Tm, (5) 

and K, R,,, and R,,, are the amplitudes of the free wave components. The wave-
numbers in the solution (4) must be real, so that the waves are freely propagating 
and not trapped to the zonal boundaries. Thus w has to be in the range O < w 

< 1 -1 / v'2 . The I/J's are a complete orthonormal basis set so that u = 0 if and only 
if the coefficients of I/lo and 1/J, both equal zero, and thus imposing the zonal 
boundary conditions requires 

K+~ R,,, + v Z (1-A) = O 
w+k ,., + w+k,,, w 

R u. i,::ic.. V2 
+ --'-·'- e + - - (I - A ) = 0 

w+k,,, w 
(6) 

R ,., + R ,,, _ v'2 A = O 
w-k 1, 1 w-k1 ,2 w 

R °'1.1L R u1. 2L v2 A 
--'-·'- e + - -'-·'- e - - - - = 0 
w-k,., w-k,., w 

The four equations in (6) determine K , R,,, and R,., in terms of the known quantity 
A and a necessary condition relating w and L which, after some manipulation, can 

be written in the purely real form 

4CtJT, cos[(w + 1/ w) L / 2] + (7 -2w' -2WT,) cos[(w/ 2 -T,)L] 

-(7 -2w' + 2CtJT1) cos[(w/ 2 + T,)L] = 0 , (7) 

where T, has been defined in equation (5). Equation (7) can be regarded as defining, 
for a given ocean width L, the discrete set of frequencies w for which the solution 
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(4) is exact as a forced standing equatorial wave mode. Resonance does not occur 
in this problem because the set of ill for forced modes is disjoint from the set of ill 
for free modes. If the forcing is at a free mode frequency, then energy escapes 
polewards along the eastern ocean boundary so that no resonant response can build 
up. For lf,0 forcing, however, a near resonant situation arises. In equation (7) the 
two sevens dominate the terms so that the solutions are close to 2-r1L = (k1•1 -k1.,)L 
"' 2mr for nonzero integers n, whereas this relation is exact for the simplest free 
modes described in Gent (1979). This in turn means that in the forced mode the 
amplitudes of the free waves K, R 1 •1 and R1,, are large compared to that of the x 
independent part of the solution, i.e., a near resonance. Thus, for lf,0 forcing, the 
spatial structure of the forced modes is very similar to that of the simplest free 
modes with the same symmetry which consist of only three wave components. 

The procedure to find a forced standing mode is very similar if the forcing is the 
simplest antisymmetric profile in y, namely F = lf,1 • The x independent solution is 

u = lu-
1 

[ ( B - l ~~' ) lf,1 -C lf,3 ] i e-"' ' 

V = -[D ,J,0 + V 2/ 3 C 1/J,] e-<wt (8) 

p = -w- 1[8 lf,1 + C If,,] i e-"'' , 
where B = (3+ w' )/ 2(5 -w' ) (1 -w' ), C = y3/ 2/ (5 -w' ) and D = 1/ \12 (1 -w'). 
Components of the mixed Rossby-gravity and both short and long second Rossby 
waves are now added so that the zonal velocity becomes 

(9) 

+ w R+%' _ e " '·' ' ] 1/11 + \13/ 2 [ ~2k·1 e " '·
1

• + ~ 'k·' e .. ,,,.] If,, } i e-"'', 
2,~ (JJ 2,1 (l) 2 , 2 

and, in this case, 0 < w < V 3 / 2 -1. Imposing the zonal boundary conditions gives 
three relations which determine Y , R,.1 and R ,,, in terms of B and C, and a final 
relation between w and L which is 

4w-r,(1 -w') cos[wL/2] + [1 -1 lw' + 2w' -2w-r, (1 -w')] cos[{(w -1/ ill)/2 --r,}L] 

-[1 -1 lw ' + 2w• + 2w-r,(1 -w' )] cos[{(w -1/ w)/ 2 + -r,}L] = O . (10) 

Equation (10) again determines the discrete set of w which, for a given value of L, 
makes the solution (9) exact as a forced standing mode, Equation (1 O) is not dom-
inated by two terms so that the values of w are not very close to those for free 
modes in this case. 
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Table I. Some solutions of equations (7) and (10). 

Forcing, F Ocean width, L Frequency, w 

.,,, 2,r 0.2802 
,J,, 2,r 0.2192 
,J,, 5,. 0.2850 
,J,, 5,r 0.1598 
,J,, 2,r 0.2211 
,J,, 2,r 0.1861 
,J,, 5,r 0.2123 
,J,, 5,r 0.1634 

,J,, +,J,, 2.031,r 0.2208 
,i,,+,i,, 5.075,r 0.1615 

In general, the forcing F will have both symmetric and antisymmetric compo-
nents, and the simplest way to achieve this is to set F = <f,0 + <f, ,. The two solutions 
found so far can be superimposed so that the zonal velocity solution in this case is 
just the sum of (4) and (9). For it to satisfy the boundary conditions, however, 
equations (7) and (10) must be satisfi ed simultaneously, which means that forced 
standing wave modes only occur in this case for a discrete set of pairs of frequency 
w and width L. This is analogous to the free standing mode solutions described in 
Gent (1979), which also only occur for a discrete set of pairs of w and L. 

Taking dimensional scales of f3 = 2 x 10-» cm-1s- 1, g = 103 cm2s- 1 and the 
equivalent depth of the vertical mode as 40 cm means that a nondimensional length 
1r is almost exactly 1000 km and a fr equency w = 0.25 has a period of 46 days. 
Table 1 contains some solutions to equations (7) and (I 0) for the cases F = 1/1, and 
<f,1 for L = 21r and 51r, and a couple of solutions when the forcing is <f,0 + <f,1 • Note 
that, as L increases, the cosine functions in (7) and (10) oscillate more rapidly so 
that, as for the free modes, the wider the ocean basin the more forced standing 
modes exist. Figure 1 shows perspective views of u, v and p at times t = 0 and 
1r/ 2w for the <f,0 forced mode in an ocean 2000 km wide with w = 0.2802. Figure 2 
shows contour plots of u, v and p at times t = 0 and 1r / 2w for the same forcing but 
in an ocean 5000 km wide and with frequency w = 0.2850. These forced standing 
modes are very simil ar in appearance and behavior to the free standing modes 
described in Gent (1979). The symmetries in y are exactly the same, i.e., as in 
Figures 1 and 2, symmetric forcing produces symmetric u and p fields and an anti-
symmetric v fi eld and vice versa. The figures also show that v at I = 0 and u and p 

at t = 1r / 2w are symmetric in x about L /2, whereas u and p at t = 0 and v at 
t = 1r/ 2w are antisymmetric about L/ 2. The amplitude of the solution extrema 
varies substantially with zonal position and, for these solutions containing Rossby 
waves, the extrema propagate westward across the basin. Successive plots of u along 
the equator show that the propagation is not uniform with x but is larger near 
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a) u, t =O II) u,t•,,/2w 

D) ,-,/,') e) v, l • w/2w 

d p,1, 0 

Figure 1. u, v and pat times I = 0 and 1r/2w for F = ,J,,, L = 21r and w = 0.2802. 

x = 0, L/ 2 and L than near x = L/ 4 and 3L/ 4. The average phase speed across 
the ocean is a small fraction of the Kelvin wave speed: one-eighth for the L = 21r 
mode in Figure 1 and one-seventh for the L = 51r mode in Figure 2. As the fre-
quency decreases in a basin of fixed width, the more structure and extrema there 
are across the basin, and this implies that the extrema propagate westward at a 
smaller fraction of the Kelvin wave speed. 

3. General formalism 

The baroclinic response to arbitrary forcing in all of the equations (1) is con-
sidered in some generality in Section 4 of Cane and Sarachik (1976). Here we 
consider the exact response to forcing of equations ( 1) of the form 

M 

F= L a,.,f,,.. (11) 
m- o 

The finite sum to mode Min (11) can be justified in the following way. The concern 
here is with standing modes that do not leak energy farther away from the equator 
than where it is directly excited by the forcing, and so for equatorially trapped 
energy the forcing itself must be equatorially trapped. Hence the forcing must 
project significantly onto only a finite number of if, modes. If the forcing F is just 
,f,11, where M ;;, 2, then the x independent solution is 
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a) u,t=O 

bl v, t=O c) v, fa.,../2w 

c) p, t=O fl P, f air / 2w 

. .. 0 . L 0 

Figure 2. u, v and p at times I = 0 and 1r/2w for F = ,i,,, L = 51t and w = 0.2850. 

u = c.o- ' [y (M -1)/ 2 E i/lM-2 + (1 + y M / 2 E + y(M + 1)/ 2 G) .,,Jl 
+ y(M + 2)/ 2 G i/lM+ 2l i e-"''' 

v = [E i/lM -1 + G i/lM+1l e-"' ' 

p = ,...-1[-y(M -1)/2 E i/lM-• + (yM/2 E-y(M + 1)/ 2 G) ,f,., 

+ y(M + 2)/ 2 G i/lM +2l i e-"'', 

701 
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E = -yM/2/ (2M -1 -w' ) and G = -y(M + 1)/ 2/ (2M + 3 -w' ) (13) 

The solutions for M = 0 and 1 have already been given in equations (3) and (8), 

so that the x independent solution to the general forcing ( 11) can be obtained by 
superposition. The zonal velocity can be written symbolically as 

M+ i 
u = ). w- 1 b,. ,Jim i e-""' , ...., 

m- o 

(14) 

where the b .. 's are known functions of the am's. Now add to this solution compo-
nents of the free Kelvin, mixed Rossby-gravity and both the short and long first 
M + 1 Rossby waves, so that u has the form 

M+ 2 

. U = [ L w- 1 bm ,J,,. + K/ V2 ,J,o e"-'• + wY /y2 ,J,, e•<w- i /w) • .,_. 
(lS) 

M+t ~-..,..,-=- ,.,_ 
+ °"' °"' R { y (m + 1)/ 2 ,J, + ym/ 2 ,J, } e ,I' ]ie-"'', £.J m.J w-km,1 m+ 1 w+ km,; m - 1 

where the wavenumbers k,.,1 are given by equation (5). For these wavenumbers to 
be real, w has to be in the range O < w < [(M + 2)/ 2]'' ' -[(M + 1)/ 2] '1' . Setting 
u = O at x = O,L gives 2M + 6 equations to be satisfied, namely, that the coeffi-
cients of ,i,0 •• • Y'M+, are zero at x = O,L. These equations determine the 2M + 4 
unknown coefficients K , Y , R, ,,, R,. , . . . RM+1.1, RM+i., and the final two equa-
tions determine the set of pairs of values of w and L that make (15) an exact 
solution as a forced mode. If the forcing projects onto several ,J, modes, but is 
either purely symmetric or antisymmetric about the equator, the forced standing 
modes exist in oceans of arbitrary width for a finite set of frequencies w. For general 
forcing, however, they exist only for a discrete set of pairs of wand L. 

Two further points about the generality of forced standing modes are worth 
noting. First, only the modes consisting of Rossby waves have been discussed. 
There are corresponding forced standing modes which consist of gravity waves 
along with the Kelvin and mixed Rossby-gravity waves. These modes have much 
higher frequencies; for Y'M forcing, the wavenumbers are real only if w > [(M + 
2)/2]1l 2 + [(M + 1)/ 2)112• Second, for simplicity, only forcing of the zonal momen-
tum equation has been considered. Forced standing modes also exist if the merid-
ional momentum or heat equations or any combination of the equations (1) are 
forced. 
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4. The low frequency limit 

C&S consider the low frequency limit as w _. 0 when additional approximations 
can be postulated. The mixed Rossby-gravity wave and all the short Rossby waves 
are excised from the solutions because their group velocities are so small that they 
only penetrate a short distance into the ocean before being eliminated by friction. 
As a result the western boundary condition used in C&S is 

500 

udy= 0 , 
-oo 

(16) 

which ensures that all the mass flux is returned by the Kelvin wave. w _. 0 also al-
lows the approximations of geostrophic balance across the equator and that the long 
Rcssby waves are nondispersive with wavenumbers given by km = -(2m + l)w . 
With these additional approximations no exact free standing modes exist because 
the short Ross by waves are necessary for their existence. However, Cane and 
Moore (1981) show the existence of an approximate free mode that leaks some 
energy polewards along the eastern boundary. This approximate free mode only 
exists when wL is an integer multiple of 1r / 2. In contrast, non-leaky forced standing 
modes do exist when these additional approximations are made and, because they 
only contain Kelvin and Jong Rossby waves, their zonal scales become very large 

It is convenient to consider first forcing antisymmetric in y of the simple form 
F = ,J,1 • The x independent response is given in equation (8), but across equator 
geostrophic balance means that the 0(w' ) terms are ignored, so that B = 0.3, C = 
0.2y3/2 and D = l /y2. The eastern boundary condition, u(L) = 0, can be satis-
fied by adding a single long second Rossby wave with m = 2 using k, = -5w. The 
resulting solution is 

u = w- 1(1 -exp(-Siw(x -LJ)] [0.3 ,J,1 -0.2y3/2 ,J,,]i e-""• 

v = (1.2 ,J,2 exp(-5iw(x-L)) -0.2 ,J,, -1/\/2 ,J,,]e-"" ' 

p = -w- 1(1 -exp(-Siw(x -L))J [0.3 ,J,1 + 0.2y3/2 ,J,,]i e-""'. 
(17) 

,J,1 and ,J,3 are antisymmetric in y, so that the solution (17) automatically satisfies 
the western boundary condition (16). Thus (17) is a forced trapped equatorial 
standing mode which exists for arbitrary values of frequency and ocean zonal width. 

When F = ,J,M for M ;, 2 the x independent response is given by equation (12) 
where E = - y M/2/(2M -1) and G = - y(M + 1)/ 2/(2M + 3), and u(L) = 0 
can be satisfied exactly by the addition of two long Rossby waves with RM-, = 
2(M -l)E and R,,+1 = -2(M + 2)G. When Mis odd the solution will again auto-
matically satisfy boundary condition (16). Everything in this section so far is a 
restatement of results in C&S where the zonal velocity response to antisymmetric 
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cil u,t •O d} U, fs,r/2v 

bl v, ! •O t) ... ,,. ,,12.., 

c} p, l•O 

Figure 3. u, v and pat times I = 0 and 1r /2w for F = ,J,,, L = 51r and w = O.Olrr. 

forcing is given by their equation (41). The results have been repeated here to show 
that the solutions to antisymmetric forcing in C&S are trapped standing equatorial 
wave modes as defined in this paper in that they do not leak energy farther away 
from the equator than where it is directly forced. These standing wave modes exist 
for all values of w and L because the western boundary condition imposes no 
restrictions. They are the natural low frequency simplifications of the exact solutions 
given in Sections 2 and 3. 

Figure 3 shows perspective views of u, v and p at times t = 0 and -rr / 2w of the 
solution (17) to ,J,1 forcing of annual frequency (w = 0.01-rr) in an ocean 5,000 km 
wide and Figure 4 shows contour plots of u, v and p at times t = 0 and -rr / 2w for 
the same solution but in an ocean 10,000 km wide. The solution is of very large 
scale in the zonal direction and meridionally confined between 1 ON and 10S. 
Extrema of the pattern propagate westward at one-fifth the Kelvin wave speed, i.e., 
0.4 m s-1, so that they take 145 and 290 days, respectively, to cross the 5,000 and 
10,000 km basins. This is the most equatorially trapped of the possible antisym-
metrically forced modes and also the simplest zonally because more complicated 
forcings will excite more Rossby waves than the single m = 2 wave of the solu-
tion (17). 

We now consider symmetric forcing as w 0. This is more complicated because 
this forcing excites waves that have u symmetric about the equator so that the 
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a) u, 1•0 d) u, 1=1r/2i.i ·c - I 
,07L .. __ ,,_ 
·,~ ____ .. ,r?~ 

[0 ... -~~-. - ..... 

.:"~,/ ·: _~: 
.,.- .. 7~ 

bl v, != O e) v, l•r /2w 

,,···-

[0 <;::~::> ,.' 

c) p, ,,. o f) p, fcy/'2:w 

_.,,,,...._- - - -·--·-· .... 

'• 
< ,,,:,..-,, ... 

[0 

Figure 4. u, v and pat times I = 0 and 1tl2w for F = ,i,,, L = I01t and w = O.Ol1t. 

western boundary condition (16) is not automatically satisfied. The zonal velocity 
solution is given by equation (19) of C&S. Note their interpretation of this equation: 
the first two terms are the x independent solution plus Rossby waves to satisfy 
u(L) = 0, whereas the term multiplying PM is the Kelvin wave plus all its Rossby 
refl ections. This final term is needed to satisfy boundary condition (16), and leaks 
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energy polewards at the eastern boundary. If the solutions are to be trapped stand-
ing modes, this final term of the solution must be zero, i.e., PM = 0. Note that this 
implies p(L) = 0, whereas in general the eastern boundary pressure is a nonzero 
constant. From equation (20) in C&S, PM is zero when 

M 

dK[e'wr, -1] + L (2m(m + 1))-1 rma..[l -e-< (2m + 1JwL] = 0 ' (18) 

m=O 

where 

a ,m+• = [(2m + l)!] 1l 2/ 2"'m! 
(19) 

and dK and rm are projections of the forcing defined by 

dK = l /y'Z f :
00 

F 'Po dy 

(20) 

rm= f :
00 

[dF/ dy-yF/(2m+ l)],f,.,dy 

In seeking solutions to equation (18) we note that w and L only occur as the prod-
uct wL and act as a single independent variable. When wL = 2q1r for nonzero 
integers q, equation (18) is automatically satisfied and the solution to any symmetric 
forcing is a trapped standing mode. The reason is that the nondispersive Rossby 
wavelengths are integer divisions of 2-rr / w, and in fact these solutions satisfy the 
exact western boundary condition; u(O) = 0. For example, if F = ,i,0 , condition 
(18) is 

3(1 -e""L) + (1 -e-•"'L) = 0 , (21) 

and the only solutions are wL = 2q1r. When wL = q-rr / 2 for nonzero integers, q, 

the factors in square brackets drop out of equation (18), leaving a purely real 
equation. For example, if F = ,f,0 + a,,f,, , (18) reduces to 

(1 -e<wL) + (1/3 -a,/3',/2) (1 -e-'""L) + a,/7',!2 (1 -e- 1""L) = 0 , (22) 

and wL = q-rr / 2, a,= 7y2 are solutions. These are not the only solutions to equa-
tion (22), however, which can also be satisfied by a discrete set of pairs of values 
of wL and a,. If the forcing projects onto more than two of, components, equation 
( 18) will involve two or more forcing amplitude ratios, ~. and can be considered, 
for arbitrary values of wL, as two real relations between the ~ •s. These define 
particular forms of the forcing that produce trapped standing modes for the chosen 
value of wL. 
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In summary, if the forcing is symmetric in y, simplified trapped standing modes 
do exist either for particular values of wL if the forcing only projects onto one or 
two <f,'s or, if it projects onto more, for arbitrary values of wL but only for par-
ticular forms of the forcing function. The solution for any antisymmetric forcing 
can be added to these solutions and they will still remain trapped modes. These 
results also apply to forcing in the meridional momentum equation (with reversed 
symmetries) and in the heat equation. 

S. Discussion 

Forced standing equatorial wave modes have been shown to exist when the 
forcing is uniform in x, equatorially confined in y, and is periodic at a single fre-
quency. If the forcing is either symmetric or antisymmetric in y, then the modes 
exist for all ocean widths at a finite set of frequencies; for general forcing they exist 
for a discrete set of pairs of w and L. These exact forced standing modes are 
similar to the free modes of Gent (I 979) which allows the conclusions of Gent and 
Semtner (1980) to be applied to the forced modes. Thus they 'exist' in basins of 
arbitrary width in the sense that they leak energy along the eastern boundary very 
slowly even though the exact solutions are valid only for a finite set of ocean widths. 
The forced modes are insensitive to moderate Laplacian friction and basin rotation, 
but are more sensitive to the inclusion of the nonlinear terms. For <f,0 forcing the 
frequencies of the forced modes are very close to those of the simplest free modes 
with the same symmetry. Runs of the numerical model described in Gent and 
Semtner (1980) with <f,o forcing show that both modes are excited and that they 
beat, exchanging energy with a frequency equal to half the difference of the mode 
frequencies. 

It has also been shown that in the very low frequency limit the antisymmetric 
forcing solutions of C&S are simplified forced standing modes which exist for all 
w and L. In this case the response is the sum of an x independent directly forced 
solution plus a finite sum of even Rossby waves. The simplest case is F = <f,,, when 
the solution only has a single m = 2 Rossby wave (see equation 17). When the 
forcing is symmetric about the equator the solutions are simplifi ed forced modes 
only if the forcing projections satisfy equation (18). If the forcing projects onto <f,o, 
then the Kelvin wave is present in the mode as well as a finite sum of odd Rossby 
waves. The existence criteria for all types of standing equatorial wave modes are 
summarized in Table 2. C&S show that, if the forcing projects onto many <f, modes 
so that the solution involves the sum of many waves, then foci and shadow zones 
can be described by these forced standing modes. A ray description of these features 
has been given recently by Schopf et al (1981). 

If the forcing is not independent of x, then the forced response in an unbounded 
basin is not periodic just at the forcing frequency but is a convolution integral over 
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Table 2. Existence criteri a for standing equatorial wave modes. 

Type of 
standing Allowable waves, Symmetry about 

mode or not the equator 

free all waves symmetric u 

free all waves anti symmetric u 

free no short waves, either 

forced all waves symmetric u forcing 

forced all waves antisymmetric u forcing 

forced all waves general forcing 

forced no short waves, antisymmetric u forcing 
forced no short waves, symmetric u forcing 

forced no short waves, general forcing 

[39, 4 

Existence criterion 

discrete set of pairs of w and L 
discrete set of pairs of w and L 

do not exist 
any L , discrete set of w 

any L , discrete set of eu 

discrete set of pairs of w and L 
all w and L 
satisfy eq. (18) 
satisfy eq. (18) 

all zonal wavenumbers k of the forcing (see equation 9 of C&S). However, Cane and 
Sarachik (1976) show that the leading order asymptotic response to large-scale 
forcing arises from the pole at k = 0. Thus the forced modes will be the dominant 
part of the response to large-scale x dependent periodic forcing. The effect of mean 
fl ows on both forced and free standing equatorial wave modes has not been deter-
mined. Based on the conclusions of McPhaden and Knox (1979), however, the 
effect may be small if the mean flow velocity is not close to the phase velocities of 
the individual waves that make up the standing mode. 

The exact forced standing modes are relevant to idealized numerical models of 
the equatorial ocean circulation that have simple wind forcings. They should arise 
in both the spin-up from rest by temporally uniform forcing and the response to 
periodic forcing. These types of calculation have recently started to be performed, 
e.g., Cane (1979), Cox (1980), Philander and Pacanowski (1981) and Semtner and 
Holland (1980). Philander and Pacanowski 's paper is the most relevant to this work 
because they study the response of their primitive equation model to periodic forc-
ing which is uniform in space and oscillatory in time with periods varying from a 
year down to fifty days or less. However, no forced modes were observed which 
might be the result of the relatively large horizontal friction in this calculation. 

The low latitude easterlies strengthen in both hemispheres during their respective 
winter months, suggesting that the zonally averaged annual forcing is nearly anti-
symmetric about the equator. In fact, Schopf (1980) approximates the zonal mean 
wind stress of Hellerman's most recent data as purely antisymmetric. The response 
to this forcing is relatively simple: a forced standing mode which consists of an x 

independent part plus a finit e sum of 'annual' Rossby waves. Wyrtki and Meyers 
(1975, Fig. 13b) show that the annual mean surface wind stress over the Pacific 
has considerable longitudinal variation. The symmetric component is non-negligible 
everywhere and there is a large antisymmetric component only in the eastern and 
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western regions of the Pacific. This is considerably more complicated than the forc-
ings discussed in this paper, but the solutions presented here may still be relevant. 
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